AGENDA
BOTHELL PLANNING COMMISSION
***VIRTUAL MEETING***

Bothell City Hall, 18415 101st Avenue NE
May 5, 2021, 6:00 PM
Pursuant to Governor Inslee’s continued Stay Home Stay Healthy Proclamation 20-25 and the extension of
Proclamation 20-28 regarding open public meetings, and in an effort to curtail the spread of the COVID-19
virus, this Planning Commission meeting will be conducted remotely unless otherwise directed by the
Governor’s proclamation. We encourage members of the public to attend and participate in the meeting
remotely, as described in more detail below.
To attend the meeting:
•
•
•
•

Watch the meeting LIVE online on the City of Bothell YouTube Channel
Watch the meeting live on BCTV Cable Access Channels 21/26 (must have Ziply Fiber/Comcast Cable)
Attend the meeting by Zoom:
o Click this link (or copy the URL and paste into a web browser): https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82124774092
o Call-in to the Zoom meeting by dialing 253-215-8782 and entering 821 2477 4092#
To provide public comments/testimony or to submit written comments please email Michael Kattermann at
Michael.kattermann@bothellwa.gov by 3:00 PM. (day of the meeting)
Planning Commission meetings are also recorded and available the next day on the City of Bothell YouTube Channel.

1. CALL TO ORDER
2. PUBLIC COMMENTS - Items not on the agenda
If you wish to comment (either in writing or orally) please submit your comments or request to
michael.kattermann@bothellwa.gov prior to 3PM (day of meeting). Persons making oral comments
will be allowed 3 minutes to speak. All comments will be made part of the record.
3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
April 7, 2021
4. NEW BUSINESS
5. STUDY SESSION
a. General Downtown Corridor 3-floor Overlay and related Code Amendments Study

Session continued from 4/7/21
(1) Staff presentation
(2) Public comment
(3) Commission discussion

6. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
7. REPORTS FROM STAFF
8. REPORTS FROM MEMBERS
9. ADJOURNMENT
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Projected Schedule of Land Use Items
City Council (CC) meetings, shown in bold. Planning Commission (PC) meetings, shown in italics.
Other Board meetings shown in normal text unless otherwise noted.
Meetings are held virtually unless otherwise noted. All meetings start at 6 p.m. unless otherwise noted
For planning purposes only: schedule subject to change without notice
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Thursday

Friday
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4/7/21

10

11

12

13

14

17

18

19

20
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April 7, 2021 Minutes
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BOTHELL PLANNING COMMISSION
REGULAR MEETING – April 7, 2021
COMMISSIONERS PRESENT (via Zoom Webinar): Jenne Alderks, Carston Curd,
Amanda Dodd, Sarah Gustafson, Kevin Kiernan, Claire Robson, Cary Westerbeck
COMMISSIONER ABSENT AND EXCUSED: None
LANDMARK PRESERVATION BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT (via Zoom Webinar): Alex
Babadzhanov, Rami Al-Kabra, Larry Reed
STAFF PRESENT (via Zoom Webinar): Community Development Director Michael
Kattermann, Senior Planner Dave Boyd, Senior Planner Nathen Lamb, Historic
Preservation Consultant Sarah Desimone
CALL TO ORDER: The Regular Meeting of the Bothell Planning Commission was called
to order by Chair Kevin Kiernan on April 7, 2021, at 6:00 p.m.
PUBLIC COMMENTS: (see video for detailed comments)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lynda Carey – Valley View Road resident – Opposed to rezoning action (area
E) and traffic concerns.
Rev. Emily Austin – Circle Drive resident – Concerns regarding growth and
livability of neighborhood.
Merrie Duryee – Valley View Road resident – traffic concerns regarding
rezoning and all the new construction in the neighborhood.
Diane White – 182nd Court – Support for residents of Valley View and Circle Dr
and share all the concerns that have been voiced.
Kris Gustavson – Circle Drive resident – concerns around the condo’s built on
Circle Dr.
Sheila Hunter – Valley View Road resident – Opposed to rezoning and is
unhappy with the direction of development in the area.
There were also a number of comments made in the Zoom Chat and Q&A
functions, which will be included in the May 5 packet. Those functions will be
disabled for future meetings due to Open Public Meetings Act concerns.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
CURD MOVED TO APPROVE THE MINUTES FOR MARCH 17, 2021. DODD SECONDED.
MOTION PASSED WITH ALL PRESENT IN FAVOR.
NEW BUSINESS:
Director Kattermann, Senior Planners Boyd and Lamb and consultant Desimone
presented a combined Planning Commission and Landmark Preservation Board new
member orientation.
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Landmark Preservation Board members were excused from the meeting after the
orientation.
STUDY SESSION:
Chair Kiernan opened the continued study session from 3/3/21 on the General
Downtown Corridor 3-floor Overlay and related Code Amendments by introducing
Senior Planner Dave Boyd who shared a presentation.
Discussion ensued.
CURD MOVED TO EXTEND THE MEETING TO 9:15 P.M. DODD SECONDED. MOTION
PASSED WITH ALL PRESENT IN FAVOR.
Discussion resumed.
ROBSON MOVED TO EXTEND THE MEETING TO 9:20 P.M. WESTERBECK SECONDED.
MOTION PASSED WITH ALL PRESENT IN FAVOR.
Bart Flora, who is the applicant for this code amendment, was introduced and shared
further information regarding the proposed rezone and development. Boyd noted that
the study session would be continued on May 5.
UNFINISHED BUSINESS: None
REPORTS FROM STAFF: None
REPORTS FROM MEMBERS: None
ADJOURNMENT:
DODD MADE A MOTION TO ADJOURN THE APRIL 7, 2021 MEETING. ALDERKS
SECONDED AND IT PASSED WITH ALL PRESENT IN FAVOR.
The meeting was adjourned at 9:21 p.m.
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General Downtown Corridor 3-floor
Overlay and related Micro-housing
Code Amendments Study Session
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MEMORANDUM

Community Development Department
DATE:

May 5, 2021

TO:

Planning Commission

FROM:

Dave Boyd, Senior Planner

SUBJECT: GDC 3-floor Overlay and related Code Amendments
Purpose/Action
The purpose of this continued study session is to further explore this private property
owner application for revisions to the General Downtown Corridor (GDC) 3-floor Overlay
to allow 4-floor buildings (the underlying zoning height) in conjunction with affordable
housing and potential reduced parking provisions. No action is required at this time, but
direction is requested on three specific items discussed below, as well as any additional
analysis desired.
Background
Please see the March 3 and April 7, 2021 packets for the application and additional
background and analysis. Some deeper background is important to consider. A similar
code amendment application was made in 2017 by the developer of the property that is
now being developed as the Beardslee South Townhomes, who at that time was
contemplating an apartment-style development and was willing to include some
affordable units in exchange for an additional floor of height. Ultimately, they decided to
develop townhomes within the 3-floor limit. Without amendments to increase the height
and reduce the parking requirements for projects that provide affordable housing, it is
likely that additional market-rate townhome development would occur on parcels in the
GDC 3-floor Overlay that are subject to redevelopment.
While the applicant proposes to build “micro-apartments” – suites of separately rented
small studio apartments clustered around shared full kitchens – other types of housing
could be built under these code amendments, so staff is evaluating affordable housing
provisions for both micro apartments and other multi-family housing types. At the same
time, the applicant has proposed micro-apartments in another downtown district (the SR
522 Corridor Affordable Housing Overlay), so amendments related to micro-housing
should apply more broadly.
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Analysis
This memo focuses on new analysis,
responses to comments and
questions received at and
subsequent to the April 7 study
session, and builds upon the
A
analysis in the previous memos.
Extent of revised overlay: The
application proposed to allow a fourth
B
floor and apply an affordable housing
incentive to the portion of the GDC 3D
C
floor Overlay east of the line of 108th
Ave NE (A on the map to the right),
but the entire GDC 3-floor overlay
(light blue with white cross-hatch) has
been analyzed in the previous
memos. The special setback analysis
E
and map, introduced in the April 7
packet, shows that an extra floor of
height would provide minimal, if any,
additional capacity on parcels that
abut or are across a street from
single-family zones. For this reason,
staff recommends applying the
additional height and affordable housing provisions to parcels fronting on Beardslee and
185th not abutting or across a street from single-family zoning.
This would increase density and provide affordable housing opportunities in closest
proximity to the campus and transit station, applying to portions of areas A, B and D. Area
C would be removed from further consideration and analysis since the small piece of its
frontage across Beardslee from the single-family SVV District means the upper level
setback would apply to much of its area. Area E would also be removed from further
consideration and analysis for the same reason. The existing 3-floor overlay would
remain in place for both of those areas, plus parcels in A, B and D that abut or are across
a street from single-family zones.
Special Setback Requirements: Please see the analysis in the previous packets showing
that the existing special setbacks adjacent or across the street from single family zones
would significantly reduce or eliminate any increased capacity from removing the 3-floor
overlay from those parcels. On sites sloping away from single-family zones, the facades
facing the single-family zoning would be limited to 3 floors and 35 feet for a depth of 65
feet from the building setback line. The downhill façade, facing away from single-family
zoning, would be allowed to extend to 4 floors and 45 feet under the proposed
amendments, but would be limited to 3 floors and 35 feet without the amendments. The
additional capacity is generally quite limited.
Currently, front setbacks “may be reduced [from 20’] to a minimum of 5' provisionally, with
Director approval, where it would create a wider buffer and comparatively lower building
heights adjacent to residential-only zones...” The applicants’ proposal is not adjacent to
2
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single-family zoning, but it does abut a single-family development in the same GDC zone.
Staff supports amending this allowance for reducing front setbacks where new
development abuts single-family development, even if not in a single-family zone. This
would provide flexibility to move new development further and lower from adjacent singlefamily development. The section below shows the project as proposed. The
recommended amendment would allow the building to be moved to the right, closer to
Beardslee and further from the adjacent single-family development.

Affordable housing provisions: The applicant proposed a voluntary affordable housing
incentive, with the additional floor of height allowed for projects that are affordable. Levels
and percentage of affordability were not specified. Staff has been working with ARCH and
the applicant to determine reasonable affordable housing provisions. ARCH has advised
that mandatory requirements are generally more effective where a nexus exists between
increased capacity, lower development costs and/or tax exemptions. For that reason, staff
is recommending that provisions related to additional building height be limited to those
areas not constrained by the special setback requirements.
The applicant has also expressed a desire to apply for a multi-family tax exemption
(MFTE) for their proposal. Planning Commission reviewed potential MFTE target areas,
and the multi-family areas in the Downtown Subarea are proposed to be included. Staff
is preparing to take a proposal to establish an MFTE program to City Council in June. In
this case, MFTE provisions could be layered with affordable housing requirements or
incentives to provide additional affordable units and/or to provide for deeper affordability
(i.e. lower income levels).
Some jurisdictions have established lower affordability levels for micro-apartment projects
utilizing MFTE. For example, Bellevue requires that 20% of micro-apartments in an MFTE
project be affordable at 45% of Area Median Income (AMI) and Seattle requires the same
proportion of units at 40% AMI. The applicant was able to do a micro-apartment MFTE
project in Shoreline with affordability levels at 70% AMI, but ARCH’s analysis indicates
that was their general MFTE requirement, not tailored to micro-apartments, which tend to
be affordable at approximately 50-60% AMI. Another factor are the parking requirements
and their cost. In Seattle, most micro-apartments have been in areas with good transit
service where no parking is required. The Shoreline project was done with surface
3
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parking, whereas the applicant’s Beardslee site and Bothell’s regulations virtually dictate
structured parking. Staff’s preliminary recommendation is to set an affordability level of
50% AMI for 20% of the units in a micro-apartment project with MFTE. The affordability
level for other housing types would be 60% with MFTE. These would apply wherever
MFTE is allowed.
Parking reductions could be tied to micro-apartments (see analysis below) or allowed for
conventional housing near frequent transit for market rate housing that provides a
percentage of affordable units, similar to what was done in establishing the affordable
housing provisions in Canyon Park. Similar to MFTE, such reductions could apply to
qualifying projects citywide.
The allowance of an additional floor would be similar to the capacity increase in the SR
522 Affordable Housing Overlay, created when heights were increased from 3 to 4 floors.
There, the requirement is for 5% of the units to be affordable at 80% AMI for ownership
and 60% AMI for rental housing (no provisions were made there for micro-apartments).
Those percentages may be reasonable for conventional housing in areas of the GDC 3floor Overlay where a fourth floor is allowed. For micro-units, a higher percentage of
affordable units could be required, or the affordability level could be lowered.
Parking reductions: The applicant has requested an amendment to reduce the parking
requirement to 0.75 spaces per unit based on the housing type and proximity to the
campus transit station. See previous packets for analysis of Bothell’s current parking
reduction options for developments near frequent transit. To analyze parking needs for
micro-apartments, the King County Right Size Parking Calculator was used. It factors in
multiple site and project characteristics, including proximity to transit and services, unit
size, mix and cost, and the number of affordable units. Using the applicants’ proposed
unit mix and pricing, the results are shown below. All 181 units are entered as affordable,
since all micro-units will be below 100% AMI. The calculator shows the proposal providing
more than the needed parking, which matches the applicants’ parking study included with
their application (see the March 3 packet). Since a single level of parking was not
sufficient, and once a second level is built it is most efficient to do a full level, the proposal
is to provide somewhat more parking (143 spaces) than the calculator indicates is needed
(120), as shown on the screen shot below.
Given that the analysis shows market-rate micro-housing to be affordable at about 60%
AMI, staff’s preliminary recommendation is to allow the proposed 0.75 parking spaces per
unit for micro-apartments within ½ mile of frequent transit by right. When additional
affordability measures are considered with parking reductions for market-rate housing
generally, further reductions for micro-housing could be considered, along with reductions
for conventional housing. This was the originally adopted parking requirement for studios
and one-bedroom units in the central downtown districts.
Note, the calculator proposes an “optimal” number of 120 spaces priced at $100 per
month, which is within range of the applicants’ proposed pricing of $125 per month.

4
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Micro-housing: The ARCH analysis show that market-rate micro-housing is affordable at
about 50-60% AMI and the Parking Calculator shows it requires less parking than
conventional housing, so staff recommends a new parking requirement of 0.75 spaces
per dwelling unit for micro-housing developments within ½ mile of frequent transit. This
would apply to qualifying micro-housing projects throughout the city (though the frequent
transit standards are currently limited to parts of Downtown and Canyon Park, with the
Brickyard area potentially qualifying when the I-405 Bus Rapid Transit line is established).
Responses to Comments and Questions
See the April 7 memo for responses to comments and questions from Planning
Commission at the March 3 study session, and from community members prior to the
issuance of the April 7 packet. Comments and questions since then are compiled with
Exhibit numbers in Attachment 1. Below are responses to these more recent comments
and questions, including several that were submitted during the April 7 study session
using the Chat and Q&A functions of the Zoom meeting, which were inadvertently
activated. Staff attempted to respond to these comments during the meeting, which can
be viewed on the Planning Commission’s YouTube channel. Please note that those
functions will not be active for the May 5 and subsequent Planning Commission meetings.
Comments and questions should be provided by email to staff until and including the
public testimony section of the public hearing, currently anticipated for June 2.
Clarify how heights are measured and whether they include parking levels: Heights are
measured using the International Building Code method, which establishes an average
grade level based on elevations at the corners of the building. Height is measured to the
5
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midpoint of the highest roof plane. All floors that extend more than five feet above grade,
including parking levels (except for entries) count as floors.
Clarify variable setback: See last paragraph above under Special Setbacks. Essentially,
the recommendation is to allow developers to move buildings closer to the street and
further from adjacent single-family development, even if it is not in a single-family zone.
Revisit special setbacks: Revising the special setbacks was not part of the amendments
initiated by Council and would have to be done through a separate process.
Combining voluntary and mandatory affordable housing provisions: It would be possible
to apply a voluntary incentive to the whole GDC Overlay, including parcels that abut or
are across the street from single-family zones, but even with the additional capacity that
might be achieved on sloping sites, that could have a 3-floor façade facing single-family
and a 4-floor façade facing away, there probably is not enough of a capacity increase to
justify a voluntary incentive. Staff does not recommend combining voluntary and
mandatory provisions, as it would introduce more complexity for applicants, reviewers
and monitors, with little if any public benefit.
Next Steps
Staff requests Planning Commission feedback on the issues and alternative approaches
described above, along with requests for additional analysis or information desired.
Specifically, direction on the following would help staff draft proposed code language for
a potential public hearing on June 2:
1. Limiting additional height and affordable housing requirement to parcels fronting
on Beardslee and 185th that are not adjacent to or across the street from singlefamily zoning.
2. Requiring either a larger percentage of affordable units with the additional height
(say another 5% at 50% AMI, for a total of 25% at 50% AMI when combined with
MFTE), or deeper affordability (say 20% at 45% AMI when combined with MFTE.
Alternatively, developers could be given the choice. Note: Additional analysis of
these percentages will be provided at the May 5 study session and/or will be done
based on Commission feedback.
3. Allowing a parking reduction to 0.75 spaces per unit for micro-apartments by right,
without additional affordability provisions.
Staff anticipates bringing this item back to Planning Commission on June 2, either in a
continued study session, if significant additional analysis is desired, or in a public hearing
if Commission is ready to provide direction for draft code amendments.
Attachment
1. Comments received since the April 7 packet

6
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Attachment 1
Comments received since the April 7 packet
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Vehemently Opposed - GDC 3-Floor Overlay and Related Code Amendments
Dear Mr. Boyd,
Please excuse my bluntness, but I really feel the community is not being listened to by the
Community Development Department. The decisions you (collectively) have made over the
past 10 years in terms of apartments, housing and associated Code Amendments is
destroying the community of Bothell. A few of the results have been;
•
•

•

•

•

Schools have dropped from 10 or 9, to 7 or lower. And they are continuing to
plummet (greatschools.org)
Residents are no longer able to sleep well in the warmer months when windows are
open as construction is constantly starting well before 7:00 AM (they never adhere to
the rules to not start before 8:00)
Vermin have invaded our homes , at significant cost to ourselves with no support or
recompense from the city, due to the constant construction without addressing the
vermin issues (e.g. rats)
When the university is open, parking has gotten so bad that our community streets,
and private guest parking is always full of university students cars (and
associated litter, and even used prophylactics on the street). My driveway has been
blocked on multiple occasions
The aesthetic appeal of Bothell is plummeting. We now have a weird mish mash of
tiny apartment buildings jammed between single family homes. The proposal to raise
that to 4 stories is baffling

All of that has happened to date to the community degradation, again with no support from
the city. The codes you are proposing to change will drive those issues up in terms of
problems (e.g. parking, noise in the community, etc.). The result will be a final downslide of
the Bothell we have come to love, to a place that is some sort of transient by way for people
that need an apartment to stay in briefly. Those living in apartments (with 0.75 parking
spaces per unit, AND reduced street parking) will overflow to the surrounding
neighborhoods (mine) to result in residents unable to park, or sleep in peace in their homes.
In addition, they do not invest in the community as this is just some sort of interim
waystation.
While I understand the siren song of large corporate dollars, I would urgently plead to not
succumb further to that. If you do, you will drive the final nail into the coffin of a Bothell
community, destroying something that was once great, and could be again.
Sincerely,
Chad Bruttomesso
budoctb@gmail.com
10816 NE 187th St. Bothell, WA 98011
425-375-5497
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Note: Below are comments and questions received via the Zoom Chat and Q&A functions that were
inadvertently activated during the April 7, 2021 Planning Commission meeting. Staff attempted to
address the comments and questions during the meeting, as can be reviewed at the Planning
Commission YouTube channel. For future meetings, these functions will be disabled. Instead, please
submit comments and questions to staff via email - for this item to Dave Boyd,
david.boyd@bothellwa.gov.
Comments from Chat
18:18:41 From Dodd Willingham to Everyone : Prefer 3-4 story construction to accommodate
continued population growth vs expanding suburbs. Traffic and parking does need consideration. Do like
how downtown has evolved as an example.
18:22:18 From Lynda Carey to All panelists : has anyone on the panel walked the valley view/sunrise
neighborhood? If not, I would encourage you to do so
19:01:37 From Merrie.Duryee to Everyone : Hello Mr. Boyd, Per your request I am reiterating my
verbal objections to taller buildings in the Valley View/Circle Drive neighborhood, including on the
corner of Beardsley and Kaysner Way. My concerns are about increased traffic, parking problems and
the diminished aesthetics of tall buildings towering over our single-story homes in a residential
neighborhood. I have yet to find a single neighbor that likes the giant rectangles built in downtown
Bothell or the monstrosities on Beardsley Drive, and do not like the idea of more of the same in our
neighborhood.
19:02:09 From Merrie.Duryee to Everyone : Increased traffic is a danger to the kids on Valley View,
where high rates of speed are common. It will also make it difficult for residents to get out on Kaysner
Way, forcing a re-route of our traffic onto Sunrise (where they also have small kids and high traffic
speeds). Some seniors in our neighborhood have actually stopped walking downtown because they felt
it was too dangerous to try to cross at the four-way intersections. Part of Valley View doesn’t even have
sidewalks, forcing us to walk in resident yards whenever two cars are passing abreast of one another.
19:02:49 From Merrie.Duryee to Everyone : I also object to the decreased parking requirements for
these apartments. Parking is already a problem downtown, and overflow parking by residents will limit
parking availability to shoppers visiting downtown businesses. Currently I note that Beardsley is full of
student cars where there could be a bike lane and a wider sidewalk if there were sufficient student
parking elsewhere. The narrow sidewalks and increased traffic have created hazards to the previously
walkable downtown Bothell neighborhood.
Merrie Duryee, MeriD123@MSN.com
19:38:24 From Emily Austin to All panelists : Hi- We have a suggestion. That is to have opening 3
minute public comments take place after the introductions. It is appropriate and logical to know whom
we are making comments to prior to making them . :) Thank you.
20:26:18 From Emily Austin to All panelists : Question here. I hear it discussed these microapartments, which are near a College, may be able to serve people in a wide range of life stages. We do
not disagree with this necessarily. However, can you please present statistics for the age groups that live
in similar micro-housing in a similar proximity to a College? Otherwise this is theory.. What do the
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numbers show for similar areas? What is the specific prediction for this area if built? Surely there
concrete predictions of numbers. Thank you. - Ron
21:13:41 From Emily Austin to All panelists : Final comment and thank you. I appreciate the point
made earlier about not purchasing a whole neighborhood. Home owners / condo owners do purchase
based on a neighborhood, and we support the neighborhood with our taxes and our votes. Thank you so
much.
Comments from Q&A
Joana Willingham 06:20 PM
As a resident of Bothell since 1986, I concur with the previous speakers concerns. I live on Ross Road
and before the pandemic would often have issues with cars creating a hazard by obscuring our
driveway. Multiple calls to the police have not resolved anything. What does the City plan to do about
the increased traffic? The police have not been able to give me any answers regarding the parking
issues.
Anonymous Attendee 07:14 PM
The presentation of Bothell’s history appears to be very Eurocentric. What efforts are being made to
preserve local Native American history of this area?
Lynda Carey 07:31 PM
How should residents share additional concerns with the folks on the call?
Merrie.Duryee 08:09 PM
When you say 4 floors, does that mean 4 floors plus a parking garage and potentially high ceilings,
making it closer to 6 stories?
Merrie.Duree 08:32 PM
Regarding the building on Valley View/Circle Drive, are the 3 stories measured up from the Hwy 522
elevation or 3 stories above the Circle Drive elevation?
Merrie.Duree 08:49 PM
In area D what about building on West side of Valley View condos? Is that under consideration?
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From: Dodd Willingham
Sent: Wednesday, April 7, 2021 6:32 PM
To: Michael.kattermann@bothellwa.gov
Subject: Comments on central corridor zoning changes
Hi Michael, I didn’t quite catch Mr. Boyd’s email address so following the agenda instructions I am
sending my comments to you in regards to the central corridor zoning changes.
I understand Bothell and this region is expected to continue significant population growth. And we’ve
seen tremendous price increases in traditional suburban housing. As I look at the impact of 3-4 story
housing combined with retail as shown in one need a, Beardsley Boulevard, etc., I think it is an appealing
solution to increasing housing. Indeed, is preferable to continuing to expand our single-family housing
into undeveloped forest land. I think the transition of downtown Bothell is going well so far. I can tell the
planning department has striven to focus this increased density on an area already supported by major
roads. Though I think those roads will get strained with the continued growth. 522 has become a major
travel corridor and until we get more comprehensive mass transit adoption, I expect that traffic to
continue to grow.
Appreciate the difficulties in balancing the various demands the city has.
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Dear Mr. Boyd,
Thank you for your willingness to address my question regarding parking issues on Ross
Road.
As stated in the Zoom meeting today (4/7/2021), my husband and I have owned our
home at 18714 Ross Road for many years. During that time, Bothell has grown
tremendously! Ross Road has been impacted by that growth and most recently the
impact has been increased parked vehicles mostly from the university.
Our home is right after the Stop sign and vehicles have taken to parking directly
opposite that sign which puts them in the drive lane. There is no signage prohibiting it,
but if a vehicle is parked there, it causes an obstruction and obscures our view exiting
our driveway. In addition, emergency vehicles would definitely not have the needed
clearance should they need access.
I've notified the police multiple times but nothing has been done. They also will not
give me a clear answer as to whether or not this is legal or permitted. I have given up
contacting them and the pandemic has currently made it a moot point.
My concern is that as the City opens up, this activity will resume and possibly lead to a
collision or worse. As you can see from the picture the presence of the vehicle narrows
the drive lane (larger vehicles like trucks exacerbate the problem). If there is a vehicle at
the Stop sign, then traffic is further impeded. I'm also concerned that further
development of the UW and its surroundings will lead to more congestion and parking
issues.
Any assistance and/or clarification would be most appreciated.
Joana Willingham
425 273 6386
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Hi David,
Unfortunately I could not stay last night to attend the zoom meeting
specifically the issue with code amendment on Circle drive and Valley view
rd. I have been living on circle drive since Jan 2001 and I have seen the
growth take place around my neighborhood, first with the huge apartment
complex that went on the corner of Valley View and circle drive (The Rive
~2002), then the growth of UW and all the new growth of downtown
Bothell. Although I am not against changes and improvements and growth of
the ever growing beautiful city of Bothell, but I feel that the growth is not in
line with keeping our roads and infrastructure. On Circle drive we have been
dealing with bad erosion whenever it rains and the city been neglectful in
maintaining proper drainage and proper lighting on the corner of circle
drive. We all pay our high share of real-estate taxes, yet we do not see that
properly reflected in our eroded infrastructure.
I agree totally with most of the concern residents that voiced their opinion
on Circle Drive and Valley view rd during last night meeting. I am also very
concern on the impact that this code amendment will affect our traffic and
environmental.
I am also concern the effect of this change on our ever rising real estate
taxes and the value of our homes.
I hope that the Board will consider our voices and concerns when they go
through their recommendation and final decision, which will impact our
community.
Thanks,

Jeremy Mseitif
Research Administrator
Parkhurst Lab | Smith Lab | Tsukiyama Lab | Weintraub Award
Basic Sciences Division
O 206.667.4514 | F 206.667.6497
jmseitif@fredhutch.org
Chat with me on teams

Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center
1100 Fairview Ave. N., Mail Stop A1-162
Seattle, WA 98109
fredhutch.org
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Beardslee Place and Block D
Good afternoon,
It has been brought to my attention that a previous limitation on the height of buildings on Beardslee Blvd,
Parallel to Beardslee Place, is subject to a proposal to increase the story limits in regard to the lot lines on
the adjacent property.
I would like to add my voice against this increase. I do not believe that the original plan should be
adjusted. I believe this will lower our property value and negatively affect our neighborhood.
Please reconsider this amendment.
I would also like to be added to any kind of email, mailing or phone contact list regarding this particular
plan. I intend to participate in this debate.
Thank you for your time.
Richard Silcox
10714 Beardslee Pl.
Bothell, WA
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Hi Dave,
I got a postcard for notice of these code amendments. I don't know if this is quite the place,
or if this is in the purview of code changes, but I thought I'd send you my feedback just in
case.
First of all, glad to see that code is being amended to allow for more housing in the area. Is
it possible to ensure that any buildings being replaced that do not currently have a sidewalk
on the street have one added as part of new construction?
Additionally, specifically for the southern end of these changes between Beadslee and
185th, and by Valley View road, but also throughout the downtown area general: It would
be great to see more ground floor commercial in the downtown core, similar to what we see
under the apartments along Bothell Way, but not under the recent apartments in the rest of
downtown (such as The 104 and The Merc). Again, I don't know if this is something that can
be enforced by code, but commercial space in downtown is a bit of a commodity, and I'd
love to see more options in the larger walkable area of the city.
Lastly (and totally out of scope of code changes, but I don't know where to give this
feedback, so maybe you can forward it along) -- main street being closed to traffic and
being more of a plaza is fantastic, more pedestrian only public spaces in the city commercial
area would be great.
Regards,
Samuel Cook
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